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The	lecturer
• CURRENT	POSITION
• Professor	in	Economics	at	the	University	of	Strasbourg	(France)

• FIELDS	OF	EXPERTISE
• Macroeconomic	governance,	fiscal	policy,	monetary	union,	fiscal	federalism,	fiscal	discipline.	

• PEDAGOGICAL	AND	SCIENTIFIC	RESPONSIBILITIES
• Vice-Dean	of	the	Faculty	of	Economics	and	Management		
• Head	of	the	Master	« Macroeconomics	and	European	Policies	 »

• EXPERT	ACTIVITIES
• Scientific	advisor for	the	European	Parliament	(Brussels),		Scientific	expert		for	the	Committee	of	

the	Regions	of	the	EU	(Brussels),	Scientific	expert	for	the	Commissariat	général	à	la	stratégie	et	à	la	
prospective	(Centre	d’analyse	stratégique	before	2013),	French	Prime	Minister	Service	(Paris)



Structure	of	the	lecture

Introduction

I	- Potential	interaction	between	fiscal	rules	and	government	performance

II	- Fiscal	transparency	:	key	indicators,	interests	and	limits	

Conclusion



• The current situation in the EU ? 
Ø 27 Member States in the EU (since the UK Brexit at the end of 2019)
Ø 20 Member States in the EMU

• Fiscal rules in the EMU in an nutshell
Ø Stability and Growth Pact (1996)
Ø First reform (2005)
Ø Six Pack (2011) and Two Pack (2013)
Ø Third reform (2024)

• Two complementary aims :
Ø Fiscal discipline => sound public finance
Ø Flexibility => to let countries make their job

Introduction	



Eurozone



§ General framework :
Ø Urgent need for sound public finance in OECD countries, more especialy in the EMU
Ø Fiscal rules have been on the rise worldwide since the 1990s
Ø In the EMU : the Stability and Growth Pact + national fiscal rules
Ø At the same time : increasing debate on government efficiency/effectiveness/performance 

§ Government efficiency/effectiveness/performance : what does it mean ? 
Ø “public sector ability to reach objectives with public funds at the lowest possible costs”.
Ø The most in-depth measure of government efficiency : the ‘Public Sector Performance (PSP)’ 

indicator proposed by Afonso et al. (2005)
Ø Background : Fiscal policy functions thanks to Musgrave (1959)  in his seminal article
Ø Two main components: opportunity indicators and traditional Musgravian indicators

I	-	Potential	interaction	between	fiscal	rules	
and	government	performance	?







§ Investigation of the correlation between fiscal rules and a government efficiency index :
Ø Do fiscal rules impact government efficiency? 
Ø Or do governments adopt fiscal rules in response to poor government efficiency? 
Ø Are efficient governments more likely to use fiscal rules than others or less likely? 



• Role of fiscal transparency : potentiel impact of government performance

• IMF definition : “fiscal transparency could be defined as the government ability to give high 
quality information on how government raise, spend and manage public resources. ”

• Comparison with monetary policy transparency  : 

• Implication of the definition:  ability to assess access to documents, communication on expected 
results and achievement of objectives. 

II	-	Fiscal	transparency	:	key	indicators,	
interests	and	limits



§ IMF fiscal transparency code 



§ Existing indicators : interests and weaknesses
Ø generally based on the recommendations of “the good budgetary practice” developed by

the IMF and the OECD
Ø mainly focus on the concepts of access to documents
Ø Open Budget Index (OBI) by the International Budget Partnership => since 2006
Ø A civil society initiative
Ø A questionnaire sent to research institutions and civil society organizations about access to

some key documents related to fiscal policy
Ø Score are between 0 and 100 points (minimum score of 61 points to be considered as

transparent budget)



§ Main challenges :
ü Other existing indicators : survey of public administration (potential biais)
ü No consensus on methodologic issues
ü Partial assessment of fiscal transparency
ü What about transparent communication ?
ü What about transparency on results ?
ü Potentiel	impact	on	trust	in	government	(especially	Ricardian	behavior)



Conclusion

• Fiscal rules, government performance and fiscal transparency in the EMU :
Ø Relation between fiscal rules and government performance 
Ø but in which direction is the correlation 
Ø First assessments of transparency but a measure that remains incomplete

• Future avenues for research in Economics:
Ø Trust and fiscal policy/fiscal credibility/transparence/trust in government (indicators and 

impact in behavioral macroeconomic models)
Ø Political cycles/Government announce/disciplinary role of financial markets (2008 crisis and 

Lizz Truss example)


